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Merge PDF - Photo to PDF app allows you to convert an image to PDF, including JPG to PDF conversion, Text to PDF and Web to PDF.

â—� Merge PDF/Combine multiple PDF files
- Join multiple PDF files. Combine PDFs in the order you want with the easiest PDF merger available. Drag and drop your PDF files.

â—� Image to PDF/Convert photo to PDF
- Combine multiple images into a single PDF document. Besides JPG/JPEG, this tool supports conversion of PNG and any other image.

â—� Web to PDF Converter
- Easily convert web page to PDF using free. Enter the URL of the web page in the URL input box and give pdf file name.

â—� Text to PDF Converter
- Save editable text into PDF format
- Import text file, format your text content and convert into PDF Document
- You can easily change your Text files to PDF

 Merge PDF - Photo to PDF Features :
- Send multiple files in single email attachments.
- Easy to select multiple files from source and arrange files in any order
- Combine unlimited number of files
- No limitations on number of merge tasks
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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January 28, 2024
Immediate, no need for a subscription or sign up, which I love. But, I noticed that if I merge multiple files, it can add new files with the same name as the previous one I added, which is one issue I dislike and sort of gave me some trouble because I had to delete a file then add it again so its name wouldn't be the same as the previous one. The app also struggles with larger files(ex: 500 pages+300 pages) Other than that, the app is pretty good and I can merge pdfs just great. Thank you.
2 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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March 3, 2023
Good facility. Definitely better than what 5k downloads suggests. After merging a few PDFs as a test I couldn't find the new file in Samsung's file facility, but tapping the new file in the app gave me the option of opening it up in another program, then I could save it. It works, but it's not perfect. A "details" option in the three dot menu might have helped me to locate it in the filesystem, thereby reducing the "workflow" significantly.
4 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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July 25, 2023
This was so easy to use! I've opened the app, selected my pictures and it created a pdf with them. You can change the order the pictures will appear on the pdf. Easy and fast! The final pdf size is small. Thank you, developers!
3 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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What's new


-- minor bug fixed
-- android 13 compitable
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